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How Do Teachers' Intentions Infldcnce What Teachers
Actually Teach and Whit Student's Experience?. 1

Stephen J. Thornton ,

Stanfori University,

When we tan; about the process of schooling,- we naturally
A

'

assume a considerable degree 'of cUrricelo consonance. Thaty.i4,

we assume considerable correspondence between teachers' goals,

what ensues. in the classroom, and what students-learn. If we did

not make this gassumption, curriculum .planning and most
-11

educational policymaking would be`' pointlets activities. After.

all, the pbint of.educational p1anning is, in some way,

,Influence what students and teachers do in ichool, and. what

students learn there.
.

Nevertheiess i rt i s plair that-therei-s-140w-consonance--4-11.
ro

some classnooms. Indeed; occasionally we hear of cases where

there is almost no correspondence between the tpacner's goals and
.

and what( students learn. This-paper draws on study of

curriculum consonance in three; tenth- grade, social studies

classrdoms.

While. e term "cunriculum consonance" is new, it describes

familiar relationships: These relationships have received only

piecemeal attention in the literature. My !aim in this paper is to

suggest three factors that seem to affect the degree/ of

curriculum consonance in classrooms. I will then consider how

curriculum consonance can be helpful in educational evaluation,

teacher supervision, and improved decision-making in curriculum

...

.9
planning and teaching. '..

..4 Before proceeding, however, it is worth mentioning that
f(
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ciarriculum consonance an be conceiVed in at least two ways.
4'

..

first way,.' what I shAll.:Call ti a weak sense, is
%

.as. a

.

straightforward 'measure ,of Vrelationship: How close is the

correspondence between aims, classroom events, and outcomes?

While such a technical. view of consonance may help
r

insights into how the curriculum works, it 1,s a limited view

nonetheless.* It' is entirely 'possible that a curriculum could be

consonant in this weak sense; but, because of an. impoverished

set of'aims or miseducational teaching, :the curriculum could' be
.

.substandardcr_awembarmful,-.-
i

o

I am ..arguing for Pa second, and stronger, sense l,of

consonance. 'In this strong senses we would hope there would' be

coillsApndence`between aiths,.classr.00m .eroesses,. and outcomes,

but 'keep in mindi that weak consonance does nbt assure that'
r ,

.stiudentsJori11 have educational' experiences. °This would, require

some appraisal of the quality of the education taking place..Such

appraisal demands .skills of connoisseurship: the ability to

appreciate what educationally significant.

Study Design

Site Selectiop for thilLristudy was powerfUlly influenced by

its aims. The effects.of'curriculum,consonance were likely be.
. 7

. more evidentldif .distracting 'sources of variance could be.
4$. .

controlled as much as possible, and thus, I sought "a' seting

where there' were few'broala differences' between classroom's-. I

fouhd a school,, which I shall call Taylor High, where little but
.16

currlculum and instruction differentiated three classrooms from

one another. At Taylor, an academically-oriented, n.othern

ts.

*oh
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Cailiforn ,hiah 'schbol, three. men taught AmeriCa6 'history

-(Carson, Voisine and Bauer4sand each had. about%the'Samp number of
4 Pe

years 4 .teachf6g experience, educational attainment; and
', . . t

-
.

,

morleover, eaoh was about the same age. Each man wat about to use
,

, ,,,,..,,
.

the same tw.4.tbook to teach tenth-graders about the United StatesC_. %.

between the two world Wars FUrthe9'
.
social studies classes at.

. . .e

Tayloi- were Urtrae)ced, and closely comparable ih terms of,
. .

. .. .
, .. ... .

-students' 'academic aptitudes, socio-economic stat6s, and race.'
. A.. .k

Firially, "cdrric4lum inclusion'decisions were' A
in the individual

. . .

N . .

teacher's hands. .7bus, p/manned and °did saas 1

'likely to be the major di4erence etween classrooms.
A

Data collectiOn at the site involved informatisori.about the
1

intended, aetuali-led,. anti .experienced. curricula in .each

classroom. Through pre-inistruction cnterviews,and some analysis

sof the textbook, forMulated the intended curriculum for -.eac.h
.

classroom. In; these. intervi'eus, I expaored each teacher's

conception of curriculumWhat did these teachers see as the

_educational purpte of teachcng'youngsters American)history? I

then' inquired into their specific 'curriculum plans: How did they

translate. their brdAd curricular. conception into specifis goal s,7

learning activities, and instructional plans? From this data,

an intended curriculum-was constructed for each ,c1A4sroom.

-The actualized, curriculum for/each classroom was compiled

, from my obseryation notes. I observed for every day of the unit--
A

about four weeks in each case--ad recordeds6pthdescriptions and
-----..

% \ .. ,

impressions of classroom life. My. obsail-vations inclpded

exadlination of student tests, assignments, and seatwork: whenever
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possible I poke informally.with students, both in and oktside of
.

,

.

.

.
,

.
. t . .the classroom.* When yater caMe. to construct the actualized

..' i 4- --------,
, ,-.,curriculum for the, classroOms, inferences were 'corrabdrateb.from ! $.** ..

i

multiple: sources.:

The experiented curriculum

uncover. Plainly I.could not directly observe what studeefts, were
.

%

was the most difficuAt to %

thinking,. feeling,
. and 1,earning. Therefore, before the unit, I

..

I

interviewed academically-represeneltiste students from each class,is

in circler to dOtermlne what they' already knew. about America

.between the wars. ..After` 4nstruction, the same students were

interviewed again. I then comp.N-ed pre and post interviews,. and

in turn,
)

corroborated this interview information%with observation

data. This .was the basis for the,cynstruction of.an experienced

curriculum for each

wrote.an educational, criticism of eath .class, In each

criticism I explicated the salient educational themes; and

related these themes to consonance in the curriculum. Comparison

of °these three criticishs revealed three 'major places en the

curriculum where consonance was jeopardized. Let me steal with

each in turn.

Sourges of Dissonance in the Curriculum

The first 'place where consonance was lost, (that- is the

curriculum was disso9ant) was within the intended curpiculum. I

-)1")

found that the aims two teachers held were inconsistent with

their specific cUrriculumo j1 anc In other words, these two

teachers held conflicting distal anti proximate goals. Let me take

Mr. Car on as an,example. He said that his ovarrarching aim in.
1,L

teaching history .was that his studeAs would learn certain

ST COPY A 6 .
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cognitive' Wocesses such as dynthesis and transfer; it is an

aspiration that harkens back to the New Spciaa Studies of the

19/26's., But when 1 asked Carson~ about his trnterided learning
r

activities, indtrUctionAl.plansl and curriculum materials.; they

seemed to bear tittle' resemblance to hiS t conception of

curriculum. In place of inquiry-oriented activities and materials

one might .have expected, Carson planned textbook question and

answer work and teacher-centered discussion..- Thud, there was 'at

Ieast the potential--a potential that, as i t turned out, was ,

fulfilledthat the inconsistenciteS wi thi.n Carson' `s intended "-

curricp&um would cause, problems in the classroom. r

The second place where consonance was jeopardizecwas in'the

translation of intentions into classroomyevente. In Mr. Voisin's.

classroom, for instance, his aim that siud4nts would become

"harder, to fool, "--1--eArn .to think' critically, was seldom

actuaLized. During his `interview,, there had been, some reference

to specific plans for introducing critical issues in the

classroom.. But it became apparent when I observed that, insofar

as critical thinking did take place, it was generally pferfo ed

by thEi teacher. Voisin failed to recognize that critical 'thinking

is something students must-do for themSlves, and hence a source

'of,oidissonance in-his curriculum was created.

A third source of dissonance in these three classrooms was

conflict between the explicit and implicit curricula. There was a

potent implicit curriculum at work. in Taylor. High, and it placed

a premiuM on academic achievement. .Taylor is an exemplar of the

suburban, 'middle class high school--more than 90.percent of :

BEST COPY 7
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students continue on to4oliege. But Taylor 6tuderitt'are'not only

college bound, they are bound :for the best colleges. As one might

expect, there is an atmosphere of fierce academic 'compet

t
ind many stildentls deem driven by the desire for higN to.st Dc. as:

Of cdurse, exteinsit eeward'was not necessarilY antithetical to

the three teachers' aims; but nonetheless the implicit curriculum

pften subtly undermined the teachers' iritentions For. example.
Mr. Carson's cognitive processes orientation assumes students

will take. intellectual ,risks such .as forming, tentative

Typtheses: Yet.tiis stuctents were generally more concerned, with

getting thr; "right" answers to test items. Thus, there. was

confliCt between the explicit and implicit programS in his

class. 4t

J

But there it evidence to suggest that the conflict b6tween

the explicit. and the iemplicit'curricula need not be-as damaginOr.

as it was in Carson's classroom. / Mr. Bauer, for instance, had
4

mangy affective goals for his curriculum. On the.4'ace of it,

affecti goals hear little relationship to SAT scores., But Bauer
!

a

was careful to promo consonance in his curriculum/ His learning

activities, teaching plans, curriculum materials, and evaluation
4

procedure' were in accord ' with his goals--and, y' student

interviews testicied--With . what studehts learned. Bauer

legitimated that there are many things worth knowing that do not

necessarily appear on tests. In this classhoom, much more than in

Carson's, major educational goals 'were not endangered by

conflict between the implicit and explicit curricula.
,,

The three sources of dissonance I found in these classrooms

hold implications for educational evaluation, 'teacher

BEST COPY__°
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supervisibn, and curridulum.decision-making. I shall now consider

these implications. , , ,
'_, )-

CUrriculum CoDsonanCe and EgUtational Im2rovement

.., ,

A first itmplication otthi# :study is its reaffirmation of

the centrality 'of classroom. processes in shaping educatibnal

meaning.. My findings strongly suggest that what you dp in the

classroom is what you.getk_ We must not confUse"tranmissiori of

sub...4e&t---Inatterwith-the provision of educational experiences for

students. Unless there is consonance between classroom processVt

'and the intended curriculum! then students arb likely to learh,

at best; a pale shadow of'the aiT4 we prdclaim. This.is a central

problem in eOucational practice. Mr. c.toisift; f.or example; the:\

evidence suggests, is typical in his adherence to laUdable aims

while maintaining classroom processes that do relatively little
1. e

to promote them.

A .second implication of this study is that curriculum

consonance appears helpful for the supervisipin and.evaluation of
S

teachers as well as a vehicle for underitanding what is learned

in classrooms. It provides a means of starting the 'evalu'a,tive

process with the teacher`s own intentions. This may be a

preferable way to go about teacher evaluation, for teachers often

feel that their work is misunderstood by outsiders, and the

invitation to begin with the purposes the teacher -holds may

enhance the dialogue-between evaluator and teachOr. Moreover,

curriculum consonance also provides a valuable way by which the

teaching process can be traced from its origins to'-'4'its

K./
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cppclusions, and thus it. provides a sensible structure for.

eyaluption and for supervision. 4.

A third implication concerns that we all 'see through the
- \4

lens we use to observe a situation or prOblem. Curriculum

consonance provides a.lensrit poses .significant quettfons about

the structure and qualities of clalsroom life. In this sense, if

employed in the strong'sense that,I am suggesting, curriculum
. Cconsonance' may serve to awaken us .ta important educationan

question's that have heretofOre been largely neglected. Consider,

for examples the enormous Vinpact of the notion of an "implicit

curriculum" on educational .research. Recognition of the

phenomenon dates back to at least John Dewey. , , but.it was not
i .

untilP the notion was operationalized in eMpiripcalresearch- that

its potent explanatory power was fully.realized.

l/h conclusion, -it is clear that we cannot .readily assume

high consonance in classrooms, and that dissonance stands between.....

us and the reali2ition of many of our,most 'cherished educational

aims. Curriculum consonance seems to have utility as a possible

research concept, as a means of making senile' of classroom

processes And outcomes, and for the supervision and evaluation of

teachers. In these war it'may throwhinto relief significant

aspects of educational practice that 'have escaped previous

inquir . It may, as Dewey put it, contribute to a "reeducation"

of our ercep ions.

Endngtes
.04

1. This paper will be presented at the annual meeting
of th' American Educational 'Research Association
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